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Abstract 
PUfy showed that two equivalent cyclic objects on IZ elements are equivalent by a multi- 
plier provided gcd(n,cp(n)) = 1 or n = 4. He also showed that there exist equivalent cyclic 
objects on n elements that are not multiplier equivalent when gcd(n, q(n)) # 1 and n # 4. 
Huffman et al. (1993) showed that when n = p’, p an odd prime, two equivalent cyclic objects 
on n elements are equivalent by elements chosen from a list of at most q(n) permutations. 
In this paper we show that when n = pq, p and q primes, with gcd( pq, cp( pq)) # 1, two 
equivalent cyclic objects on n elements are equivalent by elements chosen from a list of at 
most q(n) permutations. In fact, these permutations are products of multipliers and “pieces” of 
multipliers. 
1. Introduction 
We address the problem of how to decide when two cyclic objects on n elements, 
with n a product of two distinct primes, are equivalent. In this section we give relevant 
background information, necessary notation, and a statement of the results. 
Let S,, be the symmetric group on (0, 1, . . . , n - 1). A class of cyclic objects on n 
elements will consist of combinatorial objects where automorphisms of objects in the 
class and isomorphisms between objects in the class are functions in S,, and where 
each object in the class has an nxycle in its automorphism group. Such classes in- 
clude cyclic block designs, circulant graphs, circulant digraphs, cyclic codes (where 
permutation equivalence is used), etc. Let Q be an integer where gcd(a,n) = 1. 
The multiplier Ma E S, is given by iMa = ai(mod n). Bays [3] and Lambossy [8] 
proved that if n is a prime, two Steiner triple systems on n elements are equiva- 
lent if and only if they are equivalent by a multiplier. A short proof of this can be 
given which is purely group theoretic and hence applies to any class of cyclic objects 
P,4,5,91 
A natural question to ask is how to generalize the Bays-Lambossy theorem. Two 
directions can be taken. First one could ask the question about specific classes of 
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cyclic objects. For example, Alspach and Parsons [l] proved that two circulant graphs 
or digmphs on n vertices, where n is a product of two distinct primes, are equivalent 
if and only if they are equivalent by a multiplier. They also produced examples of 
circulant graphs and digraphs on n vertices, where n is the square of a prime, which 
are equivalent but not by a multiplier. Alspach and Parsons’ proof makes specific use 
of the structure of graphs and so does not generalize as the Bays-Lambossy theorem 
did. See [ 131 for related discussion. In [6] it is shown that, under a suitable technical 
result that is almost always true, two cyclic codes of odd prime power length are 
equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a product of generalized multipliers. In 
[ 121, Phelps shows for certain primes p and q, when q / (p - 1 ), there exist equivalent 
cyclic 2 -(pq, 3,1) designs that are not multiplier equivalent; however equivalent cyclic 
2 - (pq, q, 1) designs are always multiplier equivalent for primes p and q with p > q. 
In [ 141, Phelps and Vanstone show that for certain primes p and q, when q 1 (p - l), 
there exist equivalent strong starters in Z,, which are not equivalent by a multiplier. 
The second direction involves asking about general classes of cyclic objects. The most 
remarkable result along those lines was discussed by Babai [2] and elegantly solved by 
Palfy [ll]. Palfy proved that if gcd(n, q(n)) = 1 (where cp is the Euler cp function) or 
if n = 4, then equivalence of two objects in any class of cyclic objects on n elements 
implies that the objects are equivalent by a multiplier. Palfy also found specific classes 
of cyclic objects on IZ elements where n # 4 and gcd(n, q(n)) # 1 such that the class 
contained equivalent objects that are not multiplier equivalent. 
We note that there are q(n) multipliers in S,. Because of Palfy’s result, we can ask, 
when n # 4 and gcd(n, q(n)) # 1, if there is a list of cp(n) (or fewer) permutations 
such that whenever two cyclic objects on n elements are equivalent, they are equivalent 
by permutations in the list. The list may or may not depend on the class of objects. The 
results on circulant graphs and digraphs, and cyclic codes mentioned in the previous 
paragraph all fit this pattern. If one wishes to examine general classes of cyclic objects 
on n elements, two of the most natural cases to examine are n = p2 # 4 or n = pq 
with gcd(pq, cp(pq)) # 1 where p and q are distinct primes. The case n = p2 is solved 
in [7], and the case n = pq is done in this paper. 
In [7] it is shown that if two cyclic objects on p2 # 4 elements are equivalent, 
they are equivalent by a permutation from a list of no more than (p(p2) permutations 
in Sp2. This list depends on the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of the automorphism 
group of one of the two objects. Determining this order requires checking at most 
[ log,(p - 1)1 + 1 permutations to see which are in the automorphism group of one 
of the objects. This list of permutations used to find the order is independent of the 
class of objects; once the order is determined, the list used to decide equivalence is 
also independent of the class. 
In the case where n is a product of two distinct primes, we show that two equiva- 
lent cyclic objects are equivalent by a permutation from a list of no more than q(n) 
permutations in S,. The list used to determine equivalence depends on the structure 
of part of the automorphism group of one of the objects being tested. This structure 
can be determined by checking a specific list of permutations to see which are in 
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the automorphism group. Again the list used to find the structure and the lists used 
to determine equivalence are independent of the class of objects. We now state the 
algorithm for determining these lists. 
Let n = pq where p and q are distinct primes. By Palfy’s result, two cyclic objects 
on pq elements are equivalent if and only if they are multiplier equivalent provided 
gcd( pq, (p(pq)) = 1. So from now on, we assume that q < p and q / (p - 1). Let 
s = (p - 1)/q. We first define several objects in S,,. Let T = (0 1 2 pq - 1). 
ForO<i<qleto;=(i ifq i+2q ... i+(p- 1)q). We let Szj = {i,i+q,i+ 
2q,. . , i + (p - 1 )q} be the orbit associated with the pxycle ol. For 0 f i < q and 
j $0 (mod p), define /.Q by (i + kq)pi,j = i + kjq (mod pq) when 0 <k < p and 
Xpu,,j = x for x @’ 52i. Note that pi,j = pi,jf whenever j z j’ (mod p). Choose i. E Zi4, 
where Z& are the units in the integers modulo pq, such that E. is an element of order 
p- 1. In the next section, we will see that we can assume i, E 1 (mod q). Let f = i.“. 
A@%‘) denotes the automorphism yroup of %7. 
Theorem 1.1. Let %? and %?’ be cyclic objects on pq elements where p and q are 
primes, where q ( (p - 1) and where T E Am(%) and T E Aut(%?). Assume Mr $ 
Aut(V). Then V and %?I are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent by a multi- 
plier. 
If MJ- E Aut(@?)), there are two cases depending on whether 00 $ Aut(W) or e-0 E 
Aut(‘Z). If j E 1 (mod q) and j $0 (mod p), for Odi < q define Mi,, by (i + 
kq)Mi,j = (i + kq)j (mod pq) when 0 <k < p and xMi,j = x for x @ Qi. For the case 
~0 $?! Aut(‘%), define M by 1,” s --s (mod p). For 0 dd < q, let Nd = nyzO’ M,,;.Yr-,/!. 
Form the polynomials pd(X) = (X4 - 1)/(X - rd) = cy:i pi,dXi E GF(p)[X] 
for O<d < q. Let 9 = {dlObd < q and nyli o,“.” E Aut(V)}. Let 9 = (0) U 
{d 1 0 < d < q and q - d E 9’). Let J be the smallest positive integer such that 
M$. E Aut(%). 
Theorem 1.2. Let %? and %?I be cyclic objects on pq elements where p and q 
are primes with q 1 (p - 1) and where T E Aut(%?) and T E Aut(‘@). Assume 
Mr E Aut(%‘) and CJO g Aut(V). Then %? and Q?’ are equivalent if and only if%’ = EN 
for some N E J = {%NdMb-’ 1 O<c < J, d E 9, and 0 < b < q}. The set ~ 1’ 
has no more than (p - 1 )(q - 1) elements. 
Theorem 1.2 can be simplified to avoid computing J and 3 as follows; however, 
more elements may need to be checked for equivalence. 
Corollary 1.1. Let 59 and V be cyclic objects on pq elements where p and q are 
primes with q 1 (p - 1) and where T E Aut(%‘) and T E Aut(V’). Assume Mr E 
Aut(%?) and oo # Aut(%‘). Then W and W are equivalent if and only if %? = %N for 
some N E Z’ = {gNdMbP’ 1 0 <c < s, 0 dd < q, and 0 < b < q}. The set ./V’ 
has no more than (p - l)(q - 1) elements. 
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The remaining case occurs when Mr E AU(%) and 00 E AZ&(%). Suppose qt 1 (p - 1) 
and q’+’ t (p - 1). For 0 d i < t, define Hi = ~2~ ~1,: where cli = (p - 1 )/q’, Let M 
be the largest integer such that HM E A&(%‘). k can be determined by bisection in 
at most [ log,( 1 log&p - l)J) + 11 steps. If A4 < t, also determine the following. For 
1 6d<q let H,$+‘,d = I-&’ pfi;+‘.‘.” where, 
hM+i,i,d= (s)(-lY(p). 
Let D be the smallest integer such that Hh+,,b E A&(%‘). D can be determined 
by bisection in at most [log, ql steps. If M = t or if A4 < t and D = q, let 
H = HM. If M < t and D < q, let H = Hh,‘,,. Suppose H = nT&i ptl. Define 
a0 = -h,_ l and for 0 <i <q - 3 define ai+i inductively by ai+i = ai - hi. Let L E S,, 
where L = JJyzo2 $;,. Finally again let J be the smallest positive integer such that 
’ A4; E Aut(Gf?). 
Theorem 1.3. Let 59 and %?’ be cyclic objects on pq elements where p and q are 
primes with q 1 (p - 1) and where T E Aut(%Y) and T E Aut(W’). Assume Mr E 
A&(%) and oo E A&(%‘). Then W and %’ are equivalent tf and only tf GF?’ = %?N for 
some N E ._N^ = (M2LkMt,,’ ) 0 <c < J, 0 <k < q, and 0 < b < q}. The set _4” has 
no more than (p - l)(q - 1) elements. 
We can make a slight simplification by not computing J. 
Corollary 1.2. Let %3 and V be cyclic objects on pq elements where p and q are 
primes with q 1 (p - 1) and where T E A&(%?) and T E Aut(%?‘). Assume Mr E 
At&(%‘) and a0 E Aut(%). Then %? and W are equivalent if and only tf 59 = %‘N for 
some N E Jlr’ = (M,TLkMb-’ / 0 6 c < S, 0 dk c q, and 0 c b -C q}. The set JIr’ 
has no more than (p - 1 )(q - 1) elements. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proofs of these results. 
2. Preliminary results 
We maintain the notation of the previous section. Where necessary, the subscript 
of ci is read modulo q and the subscript j of pi,j is read modulo p. Let 9’ = 
(00% [TI,..., a,_1 ). The normalizer of a group H in a group G will be denoted No(H). 
The following is trivial. 
Lemma 2.1. (a) 9 is a SyZow p-subgroup of SPq. 
(b) T-‘qT = q+’ for O<i < q and T E Ns,,(P). 
(c) Tq = ~,q ...04_l. 
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(d) The elements cf”o. ’ . q?;’ Ta where O<ai < p for OBi < q and Oda < q 
are distinct and together form ( 9, T ). 
Let g be a cyclic object on n elements with T E A&(V). 
Lemma 2.2. 9 n Aul(%‘) is a Syfow p-subgroup of Aut(V) and T E NA~~(w)(P~ 
Aut( %)). 
Proof. T‘J E B n Aut(W) and T’? is the product of q disjoint pcycles. Clearly the 
only Sylow p-subgroup of S,, that contains a product of q disjoint p-cycles is the 
elementary abelian p-group generated by these disjoint p-cycles. Thus the only Sylow 
p-subgroup of S,, containing Tq is 9. Let Y be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(%) with 
.Pn Aut(%) 2 Y. Since 9 is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup of S, and Tq E Y, by 
the previous remark, Y c 9. So 9 n A&(%‘) = Y. T E Ns,,(9) and T E Aut(%‘) giving 
T E X,,(V)(~). 0 
Let %Y’ be a cyclic object on n elements with T E Aut(%“) and W’ = W$ for some 
4 E&l. 
Lemma 2.3. There exists tj E S,, with W = V$ such that $T$-’ E NAutC~J(9n4ut(%‘)) 
and $Tq\cI-’ E B n A&(%‘). 
Proof. As W = $74 and T E Aut(%?‘), 4Td-l E Aut(V). As 4Tq4-l is an element of 
order p in Aut(%?), there exists g E Aut(%‘) such that gcjTqc#-‘g-’ E 9 rl Aut(%‘) by 
Lemma 2.2. Let $ = grJ. Then W’ = %$ and $Tq$-’ E YnAut(%). As Tq = (TO 0’ . . 
oq_l, $Tqt+!-’ is a product of q p-cycles in 9 n Aut(%‘). So $Tq$-’ = a: G:’ . 
04:;’ where 0 < ai < p for O<i < q. But ~7 ... ~4:;’ = $TqT41c/-’ = ($T’+!-‘)-I 
($TQ,-‘)(@T$-‘) = (t,bT$-‘)-‘o,ao(~Tt,-‘). . @T$-‘)-‘g;:j’(t,bT$-‘). Thus 
(t//T$-‘)-‘a~(~,&,-‘) = a;;! 
where i + i, is a permutation of 0, 1,. . . , q - 1. AS ai # 0, $Tt,I-’ E N&(9’). AS 9, 
4W’ E A@%‘), $T$-’ E &,lcgJ(P n Aut(97)). 0 
Recall that Qi = {i, i+q, i+2q ,..., i+(p- l)q} for Odi < q. Let Y = 9TlAut(W). 
Define X = {K E N AUI(u,(Yp) ) OiK = Szi for 06i < q}. AS x a &,t&yp>, by 
Lemma 2.2, T E NAIL. 
Lemma 2.4. There exists @ E S, with W = %@ and @T@-’ E (X, T). 
Proof . Let 4’ = NAIL. As Tq E 9, 9 has orbits sZo,sZl,. . . ,Q,_l. So ,V 
permutes { Qo, 52,). . . , !+_I}. So there is a natural map f : Jf + S{Q~,R ,,._., SZ,_,), the 
symmetric group on {SZO, . . . , Cd,_ I }, with kernel X. TX and t+bT1,-‘3C are q-cycles 
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in M/.X” -+ S,. Therefore there is a g E J” such that (TX) = (g$Tt+b-‘g-‘X). 
Letting @J = g$, we have the result. 0 
We wish to analyze 9’. For that, define & = {eae’ e4_ 1 E Fz 1 OR” ~7’ . . ‘0:‘; E 
.!Y’}, where F, = GF(p). As cro, G’, . , (~~-1 commute painvise, 8 is a linear code 
over F,. By Lemma 2.1 as T E Auf(W), T E N~,,&,4p) and ?‘-‘a: 07’ . . .o:‘i T = 
&-I J 
00 0;" ” ‘fTq_’ +' implying that 8 is a cyclic code of length q over FP. Viewing d as an 
ideal in FP[X]/( X4 - 1 ), w h ere eoe’ eq-’ is associated with Cyzo’ e$, let d have 
generating polynomial g(X), a divisor of X4-- 1 over F,. (See [lo] or [ 151 for necessary 
results regarding cyclic codes.) As q / (p - l), the roots of g(X) are qth roots of unity 
which (all) lie in GF(p). We define 3. as a primitive element of GF(p), which we will 
actually choose inside Z,,. To that end, we note that all elements of the form 1 + iq E 
Z,, for Odi < p are distinct modulo p. So 2 can be chosen so that 3, = lfxq for some 
0 < x < p and 2 has order p- 1 in Z;q, the units in Z,. Recalling that s = (p - 1)/q, 
r = i.” is a primitive qth root of unity in GF(p). Let R = {d 1 O<d < q and g(rd) # 
O}. So g(X) = (X4 - 1)/&,(X - rd). A s in the introduction, define p&Y) = 
(X4-1)/(X-rd) for Odd < q. Clearly d E 32 ifand only if pd(X) E 6= (g(X)). 
Thus if p&Y) = Cpzi pi,dX’, 952 = {dlO<d < q and n~~,‘c$” E Aut(%‘)}, which 
is how 3 was defined in the introduction. Notice that 1 +X +X2 + . +X4-’ = 
(X4 - 1)/(X - 1) and 00~’ ...fly_’ = Tq E A&(%?) by Lemma 2.1 implying that 
0 E w. 
We now wish to determine the structure of X. 
Lemma 2.5. If K E X, then K = CJ~~~~~,O~ ,L$;_ . . . ~~21; ~~~~‘,j. for some 0 < ik < p 
andO<jk <p-lforallO<k<q. 
Proof. K-‘TqK = K-‘oOK...K-‘aq_,K = o:...a;l_; E Y with 0 < a, < p 
for O<i < q. Restricting to Szi, K-lo; Kl,, = @ as QiK = !2i. Therefore K Ia, E 
NY, (( 0; ) > = ( gi- IQ, ) w ere So, is the symmetric group on Szi. The result follows h 
with ai = 33/l. 0 
Lemma 2.6. If Y # 9 and K = o;O& . . . a$:ip$:l’jb E ~6, with 0 <jk < p _ 1, then 
j0 =j, = . . = j,_,, 
Proof. Define fk : X + GF(p) by fk(K) = @ where the decomposition of K 
from Lemma 2.5 is used. Note that fk is well defined as every element of (cri, pi,j, ) 
is uniquely written as aj’ &, with 0 <a < p, 0 <b < p - 1. Define the equivalence 
relation - on Z, by k N k’ if and only if f k = f k 1. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, K-’ 
TqK = afo(K)afl(K) 
0 I . . &q_'(K). Also T E NAIL by Lemma 2.2 and XaNAut(~k’(9) q--l 
by definition. Therefore T-‘KT E X and (T-‘K-‘T)Tq(T-‘KT) = qp(Tm’KT) 
. ..g ~~-I(T-‘KT)T 
q-1 
= T-‘(K-lTqK)T = ~-l~,fO(~). . a,“;l(K)T = o$-I(K)O,fO(K). . 
&2(K’ by Lemma 2.1. Thus fk( T-‘KT) = fk-‘(K). Therefore if k N k’, then 
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k-l N k’ - 1 and Z, acts on the equivalence classes, implying the equivalence 
classes all have length 1 or there is a single class of length q, The result follows if 
the latter holds. Assuming it does not, as 9’ # .~?“,d must have minimum distance 
d > 1 because d is a cyclic code. Let e = eo . . . eq-t E 8 with e of minimum nonzero 
weight. Suppose k and k’ are distinct coordinates where ek # 0, ekf # 0. Then there is a 
K E 2” such that f&K) # fk,(K). Then K-la: . . . r.$‘;‘K = o,,(K)eo . . . q~;‘(K)e9m’ E 
X giving e’ = (fo(K)eo,. . ,fq_l(K)+l) E 6. But then fk(K)e - e’ E d is nonzero 
as fk(K) # fk’(K) but of weight less than d, a contradiction. 0 
We now state a general result relating various elements that we have defined. 
Lemma 2.7. (a) TC@i = 8-c Tc for O<i < q. 
(b) $,A$ = 
fi-bpP,A z&e if i = j, 
J v if if-j. 
ifO=Si<q-1, 
ifi=q-1. 
(d) i$ = ~&c;~{,~u:“P& .. . q!;‘)wp&,i where 1 - d-j E wq (mod pq) for 
0 <j < p - 1 and n-J,@ z 1 (mod pq). 
Proof. (a) follows by induction and Lemma 2.1. Parts (b) and (c) are straightfor- 
ward, similar to (d) which we prove. First note that as 3, = 1 (mod q), w exists. Let 
K = &cJ~&s;~/.L~,~, ’ . . cj_, (q-‘)wp~_,,l. For Odi < q and O<k < p, (i + kq)K = 
(i + kq)a~p~j, = (i + iwq + kq)p:), = i + (iw + k)qAj E i + i(1 - A-j)P + kq2j = 
(i + kq)& = (i + kq)Mi. •i 
In what follows, A-’ will represent the inverse of 2 in Zpq, consistent with Lemma 2.7 
(d). By Lemma 2.7(b), the notation I-&t $‘& is unambiguous. We now continue 
with the description of X. By Lemma 2.6, this naturally separates into two cases 
depending on whether 9’ = Y or g # 9. 
We first take up the case 9 # Y. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 there is a well-defined 
map x : X --t GF(p)# = GF(p) - (0) where x(K) = 2j when K = c$“&r$,u{,;~~~. 
i,_, 
q-1 P-I,2 
Lemma 2.8. Assume 9 # Y. 
(a) Then 7~ is a homomorphism with kernel Y. 
(b) rf K = ni:i aiAti,, E X and KI = nzli o,$~j~,), E X, then ZUC,’ = n$zi 
f_$” E Y. 
(c) ZfK=niLiok$m,I,,,~X, then (io-iq_l-A-j+l, il-io, iZ-i],...,iq_l-iq_2)E 
6. 
Proof. With K as in (b) and K’ = flzli CI~/.& E X by Lemma 2.7(b), K’K = 
flz;L ~~+im~-‘~~ giving $K’K) = P+j = n(K’)z(K). Since ,u’~,~ = 1, the kernel of 
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x is 9 giving (a). Part (b) is obvious. For part (c), let K1 = T-‘KT = c$-t+‘-‘-*pj,,2 
n;z,T_: &-I j P,,,~ E X using Lemma 2.7. By part (b), KK,-’ = c,,O-iq-i-’ -*+I ni9-i 
G?l i”-in’-’ E 9 giving (c), 0 
We need to determine the image of rr, which we denote im rt. 
Lemma 2.9. Assume Y # 8. For 0 <j < p - 1, Lj is in the image of 71 if and onZy 
if M; E x. 
Proof. Fix j with OGj < p- 1. By Lemma 2.8(c), if there is a K = nil: ~J$,u;,, E X, 
then there exists eoel . . . e4_ 1 E 8 such that 
io-i,_l =eo+L -j- 1 and &-i&r =ek for l<k < q. (1) 
Conversely, viewing (1) as equations in io, il, . . . , iq_, , a necessary condition for (1) 
to have a solution is x41’ e m = l - A-/* If th is is true, the general solution of (1) 
is ik = iq-_l 
_ c;l;+,me,o 
for 0 <k < q - 1 with iq_l arbitrary. Furthermore, if 
cL:L h = 1 - R-j, for arbitrary ~0. . .x4-1 E d with CiL\ x,,, = 0, then (1) has a so- 
lution for io, . . . , i,_ 1 when e, is replaced by e, +x, in (1). Notice that (x0 * . .x4-l E 
d ( Cizi x, = 0) = ( (X - 1 )g(X) ), which is a code of codimension 1 in (g(X) ) as 
g( 1) # 0. Therefore for j fixed, K E im 7~ if and only if K = nzz: ~$,uj~,~ E X for 
some iq-, and for 0 ,< k -C q - 1, ik = iq_l - ~~~~+, e, where ~~~~ e, = 1 - 1-j 
and C&t +Y’ is any coset representative of ((X - l)g(X)) in (g(X)). One 
choice for coset representatives is p( 1 + X + . . + + X’J-‘) for Odp < p, which 
corresponds to the elements (Tq)’ E A&(%). Also if K = nili ~kpj,,~ E X, then 
(Tq)‘K = n;;; ok+“& E X, and we let iq-l be any value we wish. As in 
Lemma 2.7(d) let O<w < p where 1 - I-j 3 wq (mod pq). Therefore Aj E im rr if 
and only if K = nqrl &pj m-o m m,l E31rwhereiq_~=w(q-1)andik=iq_~-~~~~+le,,, 
for 0 <k < q - 1, ek = p for 0 <k < q, and cil: e, = 1 - 1-j. But this means 
p = w and ik = wk. The result follows by Lemma 2.7(d). 0 
Lemma 2.10. Assume Y # 9’. Then there is a J, where J ) (p - 1) such that SC = 
(ZMiJ ). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.8(a) and Lemma 2.9 plus the fact that 
{Mi 1 O,< j < p - 1) is cyclic of order relatively prime to p. Cl 
We now assume 9 = 8. Then by Lemma 2.5, X = ( 9, JY ) = ( 9, & ) where 
&+G! = {&&...&;. E X}. Define R = o&l, T E AM(V). We remark that 
R E Aut(Vj if and only if 9 = 8. We have the following: 
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Lemma 2.11. (a) RaiR-’ = ai-1 for O<i < q, 
(b) Rpi,j,R-’ = 
if 0 < i 
iiIi,‘“; if i = o 
< q, 
4 , I 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemma 2.7(a) using the fact that 9 is abelian. For 
part (b), if 0 < i < q, Rpg,R-’ = ~&‘,Z’/L~,J.~‘-’ Q-1 = g&‘l Pi-l,>, +l = /h-l,2 using 
Lemma 2.?(c) and (b). Also R-‘~,_IJR = 7’-‘~~_~p,_~,;,~&~],T = a~,T-‘p~_~,~.To;’ = 
_-I 
fJ(ys; -lPO,I,($ = &,;.-’ PO,;. = ~O,J using Lemma 2.7(a)-(c). 0 
Define A* = {,u&&~--. $I;,;. E .X 1 js +ji + ... +jq_i E 0 (mod p- 1)). 
Define 9;’ = Gaji . . .jq_i E Zi_, / $& &, . . $I;,? E A*}. By Lemma 2.1 l(b), R 
normalizes A* and R-‘flyzi p&R = nyio2 pf+,,, & E A?* showing that F* is 
closed under cyclic shifts. Clearly 9* is an abelian group as pi,;, and pj,;, commute. 
Consider the map 0 : F* + 8* given by (fo,fl,...,fq_l)O = (f. - f,, fl - 
f2,..., fq-2-fq--l, fq-1 -fo). As d G-* is an abelian group closed under cyclic shifts, 
8 indeed maps R* into 9*. Define 9 = {(z,z,. . ,z) E 9’). 
Lemma 2.12. (a) Either d = 1 or lS? = q with 2 = {(si,si,...,si) I Odi < q} 
where s = (p - 1 )/q. 
(b) The map 8 is a homomorphism with kernel 6. 
Proof. As z+z+.. . fz = qz = 0 (mod p-l), (a) is clear. Also (b) follows easily 
by definition. 0 
For the remainder of this section, we find the image of 8 and coset represen- 
tatives of im 9 in F*. Let &,(9*) be the unique Sylow q-subgroup of F* and 
0, /(9*) be the group of elements of 5* of orders relatively prime to q. Then B* = 
Co&**) x 0,1(9*). As kere = 1 or 3, by Lemma 2.12, either im 8 = 9* when 
(s,s,. . .,s) $! P* or 5*/im 6’ is a group of order q when (s,s,. . .,s) E @*. In any 
event Log’ (R*) 5 im 8. We need the structure of cOJS*). Suppose q1 II (p - 1). 
Define 4, for 0 <i < t, by 4 = {f E C’,(F* ) I f has order at most q’}. Then 
0 = 90&&C... C 4 = 0,J.9-*). Furthermore, if 9j = 9j+i for some j, then 
9j = 4 = 0,(8*) for j < i < t. By Lemma 2.1 l(b), R normalizes each 4 and 
hence acts on &/s-i for 1 Q i d t, which must be an elementary abelian q-group. 
By Lemma 2.1 l(b), R induces a cyclic shift action under conjugation on e/4__ 1, 
which may therefore be viewed as a cyclic code of length q over GF(q). Cyclic 
codes of length q over GF(q) have generator polynomials of the form (1 - X)j for 
0 <d <q. Therefore, for 1 < i < t, Fi/E_ I E ( (1 - X)dl ), and there exists an element 
Si = Si,O Si,l ’ ’ . gi,q_ 1 E 4 associated with the element ( 1 - X)dl such that 
W = (y) {(-l)j(t!) +qki,,} 
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for 0 <j < q where ki,j are integers. Since q g’ E 4- 1, 4-1 has an element associated 
with (1 -X)dZ in %-i/%-2 giving ( (1-2~Y)~l ) C( (1 -X)dC-l ). Therefore dl <dz < . . . 
<d,. If cO,(%*) # 0, let ma 1 be the smallest integer such that %,,, = cO,(%*). We 
have 
Lemma 2.13. Assume U,(%*) # 0. 
(a) Ifm>2,dl=dz=...=d,_l=l. 
(b) For 1 <i < m, 4 contains an element 
--,o,o )...) 0 
(c) %,,, contains an element H = ho hl . . . h,_l with 
hi= ($)(-l)‘(F). 
(d) 2 # 1 and a set of coset representatives of im 
Proof. Recall that if joji . . jq_i E %*, cyI,i ji E 0 
as otherwise %i would contain an element jaji . jq-i with Gino’ ji $ 0 (mod p- 1). 
So as 1 <dl dd2 d . . . <d,_l, to show (a), it is sufficient to show that d,_l = 1 when 
mb2. 
8 in %* is {kH 1 O<k < q}. 
(mod p- 1). Therefore dl # 0 
A nonzero cyclic code of length q over GF(q) must contain ( 1 - X)4-‘. Therefore, 
as %-m/%-m_i # 0, %, contains an element g = gogi . . . g-1 associated to (1 -X)4-’ 
such that 
for O< j < q where kj are integers. As g E %*, E:i,i gj E 0 (mod p - 1). Therefore 
g)lY (“I ‘) + qkj E 0 (mod qm). 
Because 
E(-lY(‘yl) ~0, Ekj=O (modq”-‘). 
j=O 
As gq_-l g0...gq-2 E %,,,, h =‘;‘h 0 1” . h,-l E %,,, where hi = gi-1 - gi (subscripts 
read modulo q). As %-m/%-m-i # 0, d,_l <d, < q. So (a) is true if q = 2. 
Assume q is odd. Then 
ho=gq-i -go 
= ($) {(-1)o’ (;I ;) +qk,-1 -(-l)“(‘; ‘) -qko} 
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q(k,_i - ko) as q is odd. 
Also for 1 <i < q, 
hi= (F) {(-l)iv’ (Y_:) +qki-1 -(-I)‘(‘: ‘) -4kiJ 
= (F) {(_lY-’ (r) +q(kj-1 -kl)}. 
As q is a prime 
0 
’ ~0 (modq) for l<i<q. 
i 
Therefore q”-’ h = 0 and hence h E 8,-i. The proof of (a) is complete if we show 
that in ~,,_i/~,,,_~, h is not associated with an element inside ( (1 - X)2 ) since 
( (1 -X)2 ) 2 ( ( 1 -X)k ) for k b 2. Assume h is associated with such an element. Then 
qmA2h E 4 and qmv2h E ( (1 - X)2 ) as 4 is a cyclic code over GF(q). Here in 
4, the elements of GF(q) are the multiples of (p - 1)/q = s in 2,-i. Therefore we 
have a contradiction if h(X) = qmP2ho + q”-*h$ + . . + qm-2h,_lXq-1 does not 
have a double root at X = 1 over the elements of GF(q) given above. Notice that 
4 m-2ha = s(kq_i - ko), and 
9 m-2hi = (-l)‘-’ 3 (r> + S(ki-i - k,) for 1 <i < q 
which is a multiple of s as 
4 I (4). 
If h’(X) = q”-*hl + qmW22h2X + . . + qmW2(q - l)hq_,Xq-2, it suffices to show that 
C~~,‘qmP2ihi = St f or some L $ 0 (mod q). So we must show that 
q-1 
-ic(-1)ii(4) +sEi(ki-i -k,)=st 
I-l i=l 
where e $0 (mod q). But 
q-1 v-2 q-2 
Ci(ki-l - ki)=ko + C(i + l)ki - Cik; - (q - l)k,_, 
I=1 i=l i=l 
4-I 
as 
= Cki - qk,_i E 0 (mod q) 
i=o 
q--l 
c ki =O (mod q”-‘) and m>2. 
i=o 
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Notice that if 
f(X) = (1 -.X)4 = 2(-l)’ (;)x;, 
i=O 
f’(X) = -q(l -xy-1 = -$(-1)‘i (;)A--~. 
i=l 
so 
f’(1) = 0 = &(-1)‘i (4). 
i=l 
Therefore 
-6 C(-1)‘i (4) = -; (-(-l)qq (;)) = -_s 
l-l 
as q is odd Hence c?z ’ qme2 
(a). ’ 
I 1 ihi = s t for / E - 1 (mod q), completing the proof of 
By part (a), g; = gi,o gi,l . . . gi,q-l E 9$ where 
Sij= (T) {(-l)‘(T) +qkiJ} for l<i < m. 
When m>2, d, = 1 and [(p- l)/q]qhj E 0 (mod p-l); so 
P-1 P-1 
4’ -9’ 
Assume inductively that 
P-1 P-l 
4’5 -4” 
0, 0 )...) 0 > E 4. 
for some i with 1 Gi < rn: 
0, 0, < . . ) 0 > E9$. 
AS x;zi gi+li z 0 (mod p-l), 
(_-) p-l 4-lk, 4’ c l+l,j E 0 (mod p-l). j=O 
But clearly 
Therefore (b) and (c) hold. 
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For part (d), 9’ = ((1 - X)dl ). But 0 < d’ < q, and hence (1 - X)4-’ E 
((1 -X)d’). Therefore (s,s ,..., s), which is associated with (1 - X)4-‘, is in 9, 
giving 9 # 1. Using the elements g and h defined in the proof of part (a), h E im 0 
and h E &_I. Assume first that q is odd. Then by the proof of part (a), q’h does 
not correspond to an element in ( (1 - X)* ) inside 9m-‘_i/Fm-2_i for O< i < m - 1. 
Therefore &_I C im 0. With H as in part (c), H - A,_’ ho . . . hq-2 corresponds to 
(1 - X)dnl+’ in &,/&,-’ as d, < q. Thus the inverse image of (1 - X)dr~c+’ in &, is 
in im 8 and therefore, as H corresponds to (1 - X)dOf in &,, (d) holds if q is odd as 
O,I(~*) C im 8. Assume q = 2. Then as &,/&- # 0 and d, < q, d, = 1. Since 
q = 2, 
H - h, ho = 92, -2) E &-, 
and corresponds to the generator 1 - X in %,_‘/9&2. So as above 55-1 C im 8. 
Since ( Fm/~m-~ 1 = 2, im 6’ = Fm-’ x 0,!(9*) and (d) holds if q = 2. 0 
We remark that the element H of Lemma 2.13(c) corresponds to H as defined in 
the introduction and the elements Hi of Lemma 2.13(b) correspond to the H/s as in 
the introduction. 
3. The case 9’3~? 
In this section we use the results of Section 2 to describe the equivalence between 
two cyclic objects %? and %” on n = pq elements in the case 5p # 9’. By Lemma 2.4, 
we may assume %?:’ = %@ for some CD E S,, with @T@-’ E ( X, T ). Because @TP’ 
is an n-cycle, we are interested in the conjugacy classes of n-cycles in ( 37, T ). By 
Lemma 2.10, (37, T) = (Y,Mi, T) for some O<J < p - 1. 
Let Q = TP. Notice that Q acts like the q-cycle (0 1 . q-l ) on &, Sz’, . . . , Q,_1 
as p s 1 (mod q). 
Lemma 3.1. (a) Qq = a;_‘Qfor O<i < q. 
(b) M&4,-’ = f$'for O<i < q. 
(c) Mi E &,,(Y). 
(d) M~,TM;’ = T’-’ and A4;.QA4;’ = Q. 
Proof. Part (a) comes from Lemma 2.1(b) using p G 1 (mod q). For part (b) 
(i + kq)Ml@M-’ = (il + kqA)&t4~‘. As iA E i (mod q), (i + kq)M~cy’M~ = 
(i/,+q+kql)~~‘=i+qi,-‘+ky=(i+ky)~~-’.Forpart(c),~~~~~“~~~~~~’~~’= 
(c$’ . . I$; )“-I. For (d), iA4;TM;’ = iATMI_’ = (ii, + l)My’ = i + L-’ = iT”-‘. So 
MjhQM,r’ = @-‘. But A-’ E 1 (mod q) giving Q-’ = Q. 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Every element of ( Y, T,Ml ) is uniquely expressible in the form 
dbfo.4+ ‘q-1 Qbi# where a0 . ’ .aq-l E 8, 06b < q and O<d < p- 1. 
Proof. Notice that (Y, T,MI, ) = ( Y, Q,A41) as ( T ) = ( Tq, TP ), TQ E 9, and 
Q = TJ’. From Lemma 3.1(c) and (d) and the fact that Q E Ns,(Y), every element of 
( Y, T, MA ) is expressible in the given form. Suppose afo . . . aq_ I “-lQb@&$‘...c;~; 
Qf4. Then Di#” . . * CJ:T’ Qb@ = ai+pbd = a(i+pb)ld. Similarly !Z?iOz . . . ~$2;’ Qf 
M: = %+pf)nh. So (i + pb)? z (i + pf)Jh (mod q), giving b z f (mod q) as 
p F 1 E 1 (mod q). So $“-eo . . . ~~;‘-“- = Qfti-“e-b = Qf -b@-” = 4-” by 
Lemma 3.1(d). But I&$-~ has order relatively prime to p and hence ai E ei (mod p) 
and h E d (mod p - 1) giving uniqueness. •i 
Lemma 3.3. Let A = nyrd $‘Qb(A4i)” where a0 . . . uq_l E d,O < b < q, and 0 <c < 
IMi 1. Then 
(a) A’ = nfzi o>‘Qrb(M~)‘c where ai,r = c;si ai+,&(~-JC)k, 
(b) A is an n-cycle zf and only if b # 0, Et,q $ 0 (mod p) for 0 <i < q, and 
MJ”q = 1. 1 
(c) If b # 0 and MF = 1, then ~1. 1.4 = AJcb-‘i~~,~ ak(AdJCb-’ )k where bb-’ z I 
(mod 4). 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemma 3.2 and induction on r. For part (b), if b = 0, 
then A has orbits contained in 520,. . . , Cl,_, and A cannot be an n-cycle. Also A is 
an ncycle if and only if A4 is a product of q disjoint p-cycles. Using part (a) with 
r = q, part (b) follows as Q qb = 1 noting that A4 must be contained in 9’ for A to 
be an n-cycle. For part (c), as s ) JL, IeJc has order 1 or q, (n-Jc)k zz (J-Jc)kbb-‘. As 
b#O,{kb(06k<q}r{kIO<k<q} (modq).So 
q-1 q--l q--l 
R,q = c 
ai+kb(A-Jcb-’ )kb = C ai+k(i-Jcb-’ )k = AJcb-‘t c ai+k(A-Jcb-’ )i+k 
k=O k=O k=O 
giving part (c). ??
Lemma 3.4. Let A E (Y’, Q,M,” ) b e an n-cycle with A = n~~ol aiaiQb(M,Jy where 
%...a,_, ~6,O<b<q,andO~c<IM~I. Wehave 
(a) 3LmJcb-’ is a nonzero of 8. 
(b) If A’ = n:zi ~?Qb(M~)r, where %’ . . eq_r E 8, is an n-cycle, then A and A’ 
are conjugate in ( 9, Q,M,J. ), and these are all the elements in ( 9, Q,M,I ) conjugate 
to A by elements in ( .9’, Q,M,I ). The conjugacy class of A contains 
elements. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.3, AJcb-“C~~d ak(A-JCb-‘)k f 0 (mod p) for O<i < q. Thus 
c;=; qP-’ k ) $ 0 (mod p) giving part (a). Suppose A’ = n:zi T~~Q~(M~)” 
is an n-cycle conjugate to A in X = ( Y, Q, A4;. ) where &’ . eq_, E 8, 0 < f < q, 
and Obg < IM;T I. As (Q,M;.) IS an abelian group normalizing Y by Lemma 3.1, 
b = f and c = g. So the elements in 2 conjugate to A must have the form 
nyIO’ 4”’ Qb(Mf )” where Cgrd ~()~(j”- Jcbm’)k $ 0 (mod p). This means s.. . eq_, E 
(g (X)) - ((X-Pb- )g(X) ) where d = ( g(X) ). But there are 
such elements, as ?,-Jcb-’ is a nonzero of g(X). But 
The conjugacy class of 2 containing A has 1% l/l C,e(A) 1 elements, where C,*(A) 
is the centralizer of A in &‘. As A is an n+ycle, C.&A) = (A ) and the conjugacy 
class containing A has 
/y MP - I)lpq = $ I y I 
elements by Lemma 3.2 proving part (b). 0 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose Y # 9. Assume q t 12’ I. Then if W und %? are equivalent, 
W = VA& for some a with gcd(a, n) = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4,%” = GF?@ where @T@-’ E ( X, T). So @T@-’ is an n-cycle 
in (Y,Q,Mf ). By Lemma 3.3, @PF’ = nyzO’ $lQbi$: where %.‘.a4_, E 6, 0 < 
b < q, and lM$ = 1 or q. As q i jAJJI, Ik,f = 1 and so @T@-’ = nyzd yulQb 
with 0 < b < q. Notice that JsJc = 1, and therefore PJcb-’ = 1 for all b. But 
1 is a nonzero of 8. Thus by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, there is a g E ( Y, Q ) and 
some t such that (gM;,)-‘WV-‘(gM1) = n:IO’ 5Qb as c:Z-,’ 1 = q $0 (mod p). 
But fly:; 5Qb E (Z’q,TP) = (7-j. H ence for some v, M,,TM,’ = ny:d qQb giving 
M,-‘(gM~~)-‘~pT~-‘(gMif)M,, = T. Thus A4,:‘M;;‘g-‘@ E CS,,(( T)) = (T). Letting 
a = ~1~’ we have M;‘g-‘@ = T’ for some i. Then %?MO = %g-‘@T-’ = %‘@T-’ = 
%?‘T-’ = W as g E ( Y, Q) CA&(%?). 0 
If q i lJLJ 1, then M, 6 Aut(‘%). So Theorem 3.1 yields Theorem 1.1 in the case 
Y # 9. 
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For the remainder of this section, we assume q 1 12 1. Recall r = ,V where s = 
(p - 1)/q. Then M, = (Mf)’ where Jt E s (mod p - 1). In terms of r, Lemma 3.3 
becomes: 
Lemma 3.5. Let A = n~~,‘~?Q”M~“, where %..*ag_, E 8, O<b < q, and O<d < q. 
Then A is an n-cycle if and only if b # 0 and ~~~~ a&Imdb-’ )k $0 (mod p). 
Lemma 3.6. Let L be a nonzero of 8. Then (1, L-‘, Le2,. . . ,L-qf’) E B- 
( (X - L)g(X) ) where d = ( g(X) ). 
Proof. Let p(X) = 1 + L-IX + Lp2X2 + . . . + L-q+‘Xq-‘. Then p(X) = L(Xq - 1 )/ 
(X - L). Because L is a nonzero of 8, p(X) E 8. As p(L) = q $ 0 (mod p), 
P(X) @ ((X -L)gW). 0 
Recall that 9 = (0) U {d 1 0 < d < q and q - d E a}. By the discussion in 
Section 2 prior to Lemma 2.5, 9 = {d 1 0 <d < q and TWd is a nonzero of 8’). 
Lemma 3.7. There are 19 l(q- 1) distinct conjugacy classes ofn-cycles in ( Y, Q,MA ) 
These classes are represented by Tj for d E 9 and 0 < b < q where Td = 
nyc,’ ~~1 QM,” and ai = Idi for 0 < i < q. 
Proof. Let Tb,d = nyz,’ $“Q”Mt where 5 = rdb-li and dbb’ E 9. Letting L = 
redbe’, which is a nonzero of 8, by Lemma 3.6, w. . . cq_, E 6 - ( (X - L)g(X)). By 
Lemma 3.5, Tb,d is an n-cycle, and by Lemma 3.4 {i”b,d I 0 < b < q, O<d < q and 
db-’ E 9} is a complete set of distinct conjugacy class representatives of n-cycles in 
( Y, Q,Zt4), ). Notice that Ti_,d = SQbMF for some s E 9’ by Lemma 3.1. As Tb- ‘d 
is an n-cycle in (Y”,Q,Mn) by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, Ti-,d is also an ncycle as 
0 < b < q. By Lemma 3.4, Tb-,d and Tb,d are conjugate in ( 9, Q,A4n ), giving the 
result. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose Y # 9 and q I IIJ I. For d E $2, let Nd E S,, such that NY’ Td 
Nd = T. If V and %? are equivalent, then %?I = %‘N for some N E J where M = 
{*N&fb-’ I 0 <c -C J, d E 9, and 0 < b < q}. The set N has no more than 
(p - 1 )(q - 1) elements. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, 59’ = %?@ for some @ E S, such that @T@-’ E ( X, T ). So by 
Lemma3.7,thereareb,c,andAwhereO<bcq,O<ccJ,A E (Y,Q,M:)such 
that (Ati)-’ @T@-‘(AK) = Tj = Nd TbN;’ = NdM;’ TMbN;‘. So (AgNd 
M;l)-‘@T@-‘(AtiNdM;‘) = T giving @-‘AtiANdM;’ E Cs,((T)) = (T). 
Thus @-‘AA!@&;’ = T’ for some i and %’ = W’T’ = %‘@-‘A~Nd ML1 
= %AMf;NdM,-’ = %gbNdM;‘. A sqIlk’IandJI(p-l),JqI(p-l).Jlrcontains 
at most JI 9 l(q - l)<Jq(q - l)<(p - l)(q - 1) elements. ??
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The condition q 1 1AJ2JI of Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to M, E AZ&(‘%). Also, since d 
is a cyclic code, Y # ?J’ if and only if o0 $! AM(W). Therefore Theorem 3.2 yields 
Theorem 1.2 if we can show that one choice of Nd is nyii Mi,irr--dl where 2” E 
--s (mod p). (Corollary 1.1 will follow immediately.) This is the content of the fol- 
lowing result. 
Theorem 3.3. Zf Nd = nTzo’ ~i,j,xT~,‘,, then Nd-’ TdNd = T for 0 <d < q. 
Proof. First, we note that if j E 1 (mod q) and j $ 0 (mod p), Mi,j E S,, and 
s2iMi,, = Szi for O<i < q. Second, Mij’ = Ml,j-l where ij-’ E 1 (mod pq). It 
is straightforward to show that Mi>‘q& = 4’. As 1 = p + q( --s), we have that 
--s $ 0 (mod p), and hence there exists x such that 1,” = --s (mod p); also T = 
TP(Tq)-” = n:zi ?-‘Q. Noticing that l”TPdi = 1 (mod q) as 1, E r E 1 (mod q), 
(Mi,;.~r-i~)-‘grdilM,,;~l-d, = f”“r-“’ = 4” = T-” for O<i < q. 
Therefore the proof is complete if we show that (nT:i M,,;,,r-i,) -’ QM,! (n;l,’ 
Mj,;,Xr-,,,) = Q. To that end, let 0 6 i <q and 0 d k < p. Then (i+kq) (nyzd Mj,).;,+,,)-’ 
QM,” (IIyii M,,>,Tr-[fi) = ((i + kq)jLBzrdi + p)rdnyzi Mj,ixrmd,. But 
((i + kq)Prdi + p)Td = (i + kq)R-lTd(iS’) + pTd s i + p G i + 1 (mod q). 
SO (i + kq) (nyzi Mj,~.~~-,,,)-’ QM;flyli Mj,;,zr-,,, = ((i + kq)R-“Td(‘+‘) + pTd)il 
Fd(i+‘) E if kq+pA”TPdi E i+kq+p mod pq = (i+kq)Q as iaredi E 1 (mod q) 
implies pAxTed’ E p (mod pq). Cl 
In this section we use the results of Section 2 to describe the equivalence between 
two cyclic objects V and G9 on n = pq elements in the case Y = 9. 
As in Sections 1 and 2, s = (p - 1)/q and R = %:\T E At(V). Recall that @T@-’ E 
(X,T) where V=%?@ from Lemma 2.4 and X= (9’,&) =(9,&Y). 
Lemma 4.1. R= (0 1 2 ... q-l)(q qfl q+2 ... 2q-l)...((p-l)q (p-l)q+ 
1 (p-l)q+2 .‘. pq- 1). In particular, Rq = 1. 
Proof. If i $ -1 (mod q), then iR = i;I:T = iT = i + 1. If i = kq - 1, then 
iR=icrr:T=(i-q)T=i-q+l=(k-1)qgivingtheresult. 0 
By Lemma 2.11, R normalizes 9 and J&‘. Also by Lemma 2.7 .M normalizes 9, 
and J# n 9” = 1 as their orders are relatively prime. In addition T E ( 8, R ), 9 and 
J&! fix i2~,Q1,...,s2q_~ and S2iR = 52i+l for Obi < q by Lemma 4.1. These facts 
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together with Rq = 1 imply that every element of ( X, T ) is uniquely expressible 
in the form PMR’ for P E 9, M E 4, and 0 <c < q. If we take an element 
A = nyI,i ya’$R E ( ~$7, T ), then by induction, using Lemmas 2.7 and 2.11, 
1b 
-%-I 
Di,t = C bi+j 
j=O 
and 
t-1 
%,t = c 
ai+j A-IL, 
j=O 
(2) 
(3) 
with pi,0 = 0. 
Lemma 4.2. Let A = nyzd 5aieb;R E ( X, T ). Then A is an n-cycle if and only if 
(a) CyIi bi G 0 (mod p- 1) and 
(b) C(i,q $0 (mod p) for Odi < q. 
Proof. A4 must be a product of q p-cycles. Therefore A4 E 9 as 9’ is the unique 
Sylow p-subgroup of ( X, T ). Hence, as A4 = nyld t~:“$~Rq = nyzi ~‘~q~~~~ $iq 
by Lemma 4.1, pi,q E 0 (mod pl) for O<i < q and c(i,q $0 (mod p) for O<i < q. 
But Bi,q = CyId bi+j = C;zi bj. 0 
Let A be an n-cycle as in the previous lemma. Notice that CyI,i bi = 0 (mod p - 1) 
means that bobI . . . b,_l E 9*. Using the notation of Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13 we 
have: 
Lemma 4.3. Let A = nyzi 5aleb;R E ( X, T) where bob, . . . b,_l \E F*. Then A is 
, I 
conjugate to 
by an element of A’, where 
(a) ifa= 1, bk=b’, =...=bi_, =O, or 
(b) if9 # 1, b;b; 4_l E {kH 1 O<k < q}. 
Proof. Let B = ny:i @?. Let M = nyI,i $c:, where cccl . . . cq-i E F*. By 
’ Lemma 2.11, MBM-’ = n:Id ~?>b~-c~+l R. Thus by choosing M appropriately, we 
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may assume that if bi = bi + ci - cl+‘, bb . . b&, is a coset representative of im (9 in 
8*. As Pa(X,T), 
q-1 
MAM--’ = I-I a$$’ R. 4 
i=o 
If 9 = 1, im B = F, and we may choose bb = bi = . . . = b&, = 0. If 9 # 1, by 
Lemma 2.13(d), we may choose bbb’, . . bb_, = kH for some 0 <k < q. 0 
We first examine the case F = 1. Recall that Q = TP. 
Lemma 4.4. Assume 2 = 1. Let A be an n-cycle in ( X, T ). Then A is conjugate in 
( X, T) to T’ for some 0 < i < pq with p i i, q t i. 
Proof. A = n;z; T~~/.+~;R’. As A is an n-cycle, c $ 0 (mod q). Choose d with 
0 < d < q such that cd E 1 (mod q). Then 
is an n+ycle. As 9 = 1, by Lemma 4.3, Ad is conjugate in (X, T) to an element 
nyz,’ T&R = n;L,’ 4: Q because R = ~1: TP-qs = C$ nyz: 5~“Q. Let D = ny:,’ 
?!I E 9’. Then D-‘(nFzi T~IQ)D = ny:,’ $eie,-d8+d+ Q as QqQ-’ = ci_, by Lemma 3.1 
If x : GF(p)q + GF’(p)q is given by dod’...d,_‘~ = (d’ -do, dZ - d’,...,d,_’ - 
dq_z, do - d,_‘), x is clearly a homomorphism whose image is the cyclic code 
(X - 1 ) over GF(p) of dimension q - 1. The coset representatives of (X - 1 ) in 
G~(PWV(~~--~) are e+eX+. . .+eXq-’ with 0 6 e < p because 1 +X+. . .+X4-’ @’ 
(X - 1 ). Therefore Ad is conjugate in ( X, T ) to nyc” :‘Q for 0 <e < p. But 
n;z; 4’ = T@ by L emma 2.1. Hence Ad is conjugate to an element in ( T) as Q = 
TP. The result follows. 0 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose Y = .P and 3 = 1. Then if g and %? are equivalent, 
W’ = %Ma for some a with gcd(a,n) = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, %’ = %?@ where @T@-’ E (x‘, T ). By Lemma 4.4, there is a 
g E (X, T) 2 Aut(W) such that g@T@-‘g-’ = T’ = M,TM;’ where a = i-’ in Z,. 
Hence M;‘g@T@-‘g-‘M, = T giving M;‘g@ E Cs,,(( T)) = (T). So M;‘g@ = Tj 
for some j. Then VM, = %g@T-j = W@T-j = %“T-J = %“. Cl 
If 9 = 1, by Lemma 2.7(d), Mi $Z X for any j. As M, = #, M, +z’ X. By 
Lemma 2.7(d) M, = pS, ;.o;‘ps ;;. d!;‘)” pi_’ i where 1 - 1,~” = wq (mod pq); if 
M, E Aut(%)), then M, 6 X, a’ contradiction. So Theorem 4.1 yields Theorem 1 .l in 
the case Y = 8. 
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We now examine the remaining case %” # 1. We need the following lemmas 
Lemma 4.5. Let zi, bi for 0 <i < q be jixed where CyIJi bi 3 0 (mod p- 1). For 
O<j < i, define zj,i = Cili bk and z~_._~,~-~ = 0. Assume x0 is arbitrary and let 
xi =x~~rO~l-~~~~zjiT~~~ for l<i < q. Thenfor O<i < q- 1, Zi-Xi+Xi+i2-b1 ~0 
(mod p) and ~~-1 -x4-l +x& bq-l E xJ:i zj Arj,q-’ (mod p). 
Proof. For O<i < q- 1, zi-xi+xi+iA-bf =Zi-.X~~To.C+~~~~ zj2r’~j+~01to.i+‘-b1 - 
zi=o Zj lT~.i+~-bi. B u z t j,i +I - bi = Zj,i and ri,;+i - bi = 0. SO Zi -xi + xi+lF6z = 0 
(mod p). Also ~~-1 - ~~-1 +x$~*-' = ~~-1 -x,,A".~-' + xJ;t zjjl'J.q-' +zx$~~-' = 
x;;; zj;lw - @lTo.q-l - Ambq-l). As z~,~_] = c:Li bi E -b,_1 (mod p-l), we 
have IzTo.y-l - 3,-bq-~ E 0 (mod p) giving the result. 0 
Lemma 4.6. We have the following identity: k4-‘pi,f12 = ~-i(xfJ’)ui,l, where 
1=1+xqandi-‘=l+yq,forO<i<q. 
Proof. This is a straightforward verification from the definitions. 0 
Lemma 4.7. (a) AI, E Ns,, ( ( 9, A, T ) ) and MI, E Ns, (2). 
(b) Mi commutes with n!It 0: $_:’ R and, for 0 <i < q, with T-” pFn where yq = 
A-b - 1. I 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 3.1. For part (b) note that nyzi q ;rT’ R 
= fly:; $ T = T qs+’ = TJ’ = Q and MT1 QMi = Q by Lemma 3.1. For the rest of 
part (b), we show that ~-iY$lMn = M,$-‘r pFX First note that L-b E 1 (mod q) 
as1-1 (modq).SoqI(lLb-l) ’ and y exists. If j @ Szi, jMA $ 52i as A E 1 
(mod q). Hence j is fixed by both CJ.-‘? ~p~A4~ and M2y.-i” $;. Let j = i + kg. Then . L 
jai-‘7 p~,M, = (i - iyqlb + kqnb)A. Also jM$rr-iy $, = (i( 1 + xq) + kqn - iyq)pfi, = 
i + ixqA”+ kqlb+l - iyq,Ib where A = 1 + xq. But (i - iyq2’ + kqlb)d = i( 1 + xq) - 
iyqib+’ + kqJbtl = i + ixqAb - iyqAb + kqlb+’ by a simple calculation using 2 = 1 +xq 
and yq=Reb- 1. 0 
Lemma 4.8. Let %” f 1. Let A = fl:zi Tag&!? E ( X, T ) be an n-cycle. Then A is 
conjugate by an element in Y to 
forsome <a < p,andbbbi...bb_, =kHforsomeO,<k<q. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.3, A is conjugate to 
where b’ b’ . . 0 I . b’ q_, = kH for some 0 <k < q by an element in X. Let D = nyzd 5d’ E 9 
Then 
q-1 
D-‘A’D- - rI 
a,‘-d,+d,,,?.-h~’ b’ u. I 4,‘i,R 
i=o 
by Lemmas 2.11 and 2.7. By choosing da arbitrary and di = d~l’“,~ - z;zA u(iI?~.~ for 
1 <i < q where rj,i = cili. b:, we obtain, from Lemma 4.5, that for 0 <i < q - 1, 
a(-di+di+rXb’ z 0 (mod p) and ~b_r -d,_r +dolpb;-l s c,‘li u(iI*~+’ (mod p). 
(Note that Cyz,r bi s 0 (mod p) by Lemma 4.2.) So with this choice, A is conjugate 
to 
i=O 
by an element in X. As this is an n - cycle, 0 < a < p by Lemma 4.2. ??
Lemma 4.9. Let 3 # 1. Let A = nyid ~at,u~,.. E ( X, T ) be an n - cycle. Then A is 
conjugate to 
q-1 
0 
q-1 rI I*$ 
i=O 
where bbbi . . . bb_, = kH for some O<k < q by an element in ( X,Mn). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.8, A is conjugate to 
by an element in X where 0 < a < p. For 0 d j c q define s by qyj = 1-b; - 1 as 
in Lemma 4.7. Define rj,i = cL:i b; for O<j < i < q and ~~_r,~_.r = 0. Recall that 
s=(p- 1)/q. Let 
q-1 P-1 
B = Cjy,J:,.q-I _ SC/1T/.Y-l-b: _ n-b:-l. 
j=O j=O 
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We may assume a yk -B (mod p) as follows. As 9’ # 1, M = nyzd psi, E X. By 
Lemma 2.1 l(b), MplRM = R and 
by Lemma 2.7. Therefore as is $ 1 (mod p), if a 3 -B (mod p), aX y! 
-B (mod p). So without loss of generality we may assume a $ -B (mod p). 
Let D = nyzo’ ydt E 9 and E = Dg for some c to be determined later. Let ai = 0 
for O<i<q- 1 and aq-,=a. Then if 
i=O i=O 
Let 
ei=ai -di + di+limb’ for O<i < q. 
Then 
i=O i=O i=O 
by Lemma 2.7. By Lemmas 4.7 and 3.1, 
where 
fi=(ei+ig-sl.-b:)3,C-iq+si-b: forO<i<q-1 
and 
fq-l = (e,_l + (q - l)yq_, - (s + l)lKb:-l)~’ - (q - l)yq_, + (S + l)A-bi-L. 
so 
fi =(ai+(~g-s;lpb:)(l -A-c)-di+di+1/2-b’)/lc for Odi < q- 1 
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and 
f,-1 = (ug_, + ((q - l)y,_, - (S + l)P-I)(1 - A-‘) - d,_t + ds~P-~)P. 
By Lemma 4.5, we can choose do, dl, . . . , d,_, sothatfi=OforOdi<q-1 and 
fq-1 = II'C,4~~ zj/lTI,q-' where 
Zj = aj +(jyj-6SPb:)(l - Kc) if O<j < q - 1 
and 
zq__l = +_l + ((q - l)y,_, - (S + l)P-I)(1 - A-‘). 
By definition of aj, 
fq_, =JC(a+ (~(jyj-sipbi)J,5~qw1 -1-bi-1)(l -%F)) 
j=O 
= A”(a + B( 1 - 3L-c)). 
We claim that {ilC(a+B(l-l-C)) 1 OGC < p-l} E {x IO < x < p} (mod p). Note 
first that if fq--l z 0 (mod p), Lemma 4.2(b) is violated as E-‘A’E is an nxycle. 
We only have to show that if c$d (mod p-l), Ic(a+B(l-l~c))~Id(a+B(l --Awd)) 
(mod p). But if P(a+B(l -F)) z Ad(a+B(l -led)) (mod p), (a+B)(AC-Ad) = 0 
(mod p). As Ic $ Ad (mod p) and a $ -B (mod p), the claim is verified. Therefore, 
by an appropriate choice of c, we can obtain fq--l = 1 (mod p). 0 
Let & = $_,nP=;: $ R where 0 f k < q and hohI . . . h,_l = H. Recalling that J is 
the smallest integer with A4: E Aut(V), we have 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Y = 9 and d # 1. For 0 <k < q, let Lk E S, be such that 
Lk ’ RkLk = T. If %? and V are equivalent, then V = %?N for some N E N where 
.JV” = (gLkMb-’ 1 0 <c < J, 0 <k < q, and 0 < b < q}. The set M has no more 
than (p - l)(q - 1) elements. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, 55” = V@ for some @ E S,, such that @T@-’ E (37, T) = 
( X, R ). So @T@-’ is an n-cycle of the form n~~,t~al pFnRb for some 0 < b < q by 
Lemma 4.2. Letting b-lb z 1 (mod pq), 
q-1 
@Tb-‘Q-1 = 
i=O 
By Lemma 4.9, there is an A E 3’ and 0 <a < p - 1 such that (M)-’ @Tb-’ Cp-’ 
(Ax) = Rk for some k with 0 <k < q. So (@-‘A@)-‘T(W’M) = Ri = 
LkTbL;’ = LkM;lTMbLk’. So (~-l~LkM~l)-lT(~-lA~LkM~l) = T giving 
@-lA#Lk ML’ E Cs,( ( T)) = ( T). So @-lA@LkM;l = T’ for some i. Writing 
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M,p=(A$‘)‘~ h w ere O<c < J, A@ = A’@ where A’ E Aut(V). So 9?’ = V’T’ = 
%?‘@-‘A’$LkM~’ = %?A’@L&’ = VI$LRA~;‘. As S # 1, by Lemma 2.7(d), 
M, E AZ&(%‘) giving J<s. So ..N has at most Jq(q - l)<sq(q - 1) = (p - l)(q - 1) 
elements. ??
As previously, if 9 # 1, A4, E AU(V). Also Y = P is equivalent to a0 E Aut(GfY) 
because d is a cyclic code. Therefore Theorem 1.3 is verified by Theorem 4.2 provided 
we show that if L = nyz02p9;, then LekRkLk = T, where H = n~~O’p~~, $ = -h,_l, 
and for 0 < i 6 q- 3, ai+l = ai’- hi inductively defined. But that is straightforward as fol- 
lows : Rk = aq_, nyzi p?R for 0 <k -c q. But Lek&Lk = ny:: pl:, cr4_, n!id ~3 
R n;:; /.$ = cs_, n;:j p,~p+~~, 
1 I 
$;l; ,u2,,i nyzf Y?,,~ R by Lemmas 2.7 and 
2.1 1 go L-kRkLk = ~ 
q--l 
ny;3,-ka,+kh,tka,,, -k+-,+kh,-2 k’+I+kaa 
r-0 l,d pq-2,). pq-l,:, R: By definition of 
4qj...,aq_, we have LVkRkLk = a,_,pq_2,1 -kaqe2ikhq-2R. However as hohl . . h,_l E 9*, 
CyIol hi-0 (mod p-l). Th ere ore f ao+ Cyzi ai+t = -h,-1 + Cyzi (ai - hi), giv- 
ing aq_2 = -h,_l - CTI; hi E hq-2 (mod p- 1). Thus LpkRkLk = $_,R = T. SO 
Theorem 1.3 is verified; Corollary 1.2 follows immediately as J Gs. 
In Section 1, we mentioned that M can be determined in at most [ log,( 1 log,(p - 
1 )J + 1 )1 steps using bisection. This follows as 0 GM < t < 1 log,( p - I)] and Hi-1 = 
H:. Also D can be determined using bisection in at most [ log, q 1 steps as Hh,,,,,, = 
H~+,,dR-l(H~+,,d)-‘R. 
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